Modulation of the cAMP relay in Dictyostelium discoideum by ammonia and other metabolites: possible morphogenetic consequences.
Using a perfusion technique (P.N. Devreotes, P.L. Derstine, and T.L. Steck, 1979, J. Cell Biol. 80, 291-299), it has been shown that cAMP secretion by aggregation-competent cells in response to an exogenous cAMP signal is significantly reduced by exposure to NH4Cl or any of a set of carboxylic acids that includes propionate, succinate, pyruvate, and acetate. The effects of NH4Cl and any of the carboxylic acids are additive and the combinations restrict cAMP secretion to barely detectable or insignificant levels. The inhibitions are rapidly expressed, and are reversible. The activity of NH4Cl is marked at pH 7.2 and undetectable at pH 6.2. Hence, NH3 is presumably the active molecular species. Propionate activity is significantly greater at pH 6.2 than 7.2, indicating that the un-ionized acid is the active species. The data presented herein indicate that these effects are exerted via two separate and independent routes. During exposure of cAMP-stimulated cells to NH4Cl, the decrease in intracellular cAMP accumulation was even greater than the decrease in extracellular accumulation. Hence, NH3 appears to act as a cAMP accumulation inhibitor (CAI). In contrast, exposure to carboxylic acid concentrations that drastically reduce extracellular cAMP accumulation can actually enhance or, at worst, only slightly reduce intracellular accumulation. Hence, the carboxylic acids appear to act as cAMP release inhibitors (CRI). Stationary phase cells incubated on solid substratum in the presence of NH4Cl plus succinate (or propionate) for 18 hr failed to exhibit even the earliest signs of aggregation. If then harvested and redeposited in the absence of the metabolites, they proceeded through the morphogenetic sequence with approximately normal kinetics, suggesting that no significant morphogenetic competence had been achieved during their previous tenure. The morphogenetic implications of cAMP relay modulation are discussed.